
Community Outreach in 
summer and fall 2015
 Interviewed 36 stakeholders 

 Presented to 38 community meetings 

 Appeared at 18 community events 

 Newspaper and radio stories, social media

 Our Valley Summit on Make a Difference Day 

 Community surveyOur Valley, Our Future
Transforming the community’s vision into reality





 The Greater Wenatchee Area is slowly emerging as a technology 
hub, as businesses employ more people in tech-related 
occupations.

 Big gaps remain if the community is to become a bonafide tech 
hub — including the need for more infrastructure, higher 
education, training, housing, and cultural offerings.



Tech Sector as defined in WSU study
The tech sector is defined by 
occupations and not industries. For 
example, a farmworker harvesting 
apples will have almost no 
technological component in their 
job. However, a farmworker 
monitoring apple harvest yields 
will almost certainly be analyzing 
data via technology, and is thus in a 
tech-related occupation and part of 
the tech sector.



Wenatchee: A rapidly growing economy



Wenatchee: An emerging technology hub



Education gaps slowing tech sector growth



Labor market gaps in the tech sector



Opportunities coming from the tech sector



Diverting more power to the tech sector



WSU Emerging Tech Study conclusions
 Growing the tech sector will not require a large deviation in 

electricity from the wholesale to local retail markets, nor 

large revenue losses for the PUDs.

 The biggest obstacle is coming up with the money to 

upgrade infrastructure, higher education, training 

programs, air service, and amenities. 

 Partnerships will be necessary to tackle these gaps.
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